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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt any Five questions. All questions

carry equal marks. Assume suitable data if

not provided.
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7. (a) What are the salient features of a open

flume outlet ? Describe open flume outlet

with and without roof block. 10

(b) Design a Semi-modular pipe outlet for a

discharge of 0.08 cumec on a distributor

with full supply depth of 1 metre and

working head of 0.75 metres. 10

8. (a) Describe with the neat sketch the various

types of cross drainage work. 10

(b) Describe Bligh’s approximate method of

determining uplift pressure on the floor

of a culvert of a cross-drainage work.

10
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1. (a) A field channel has a cultivable command

area of 2000 hectares. The intensity of

irrigation for gram is 30% and for wheat

is 50%. Gram has a kor period of 18

days and kor depth of 12 cm, while wheat

has a kor period of 15 days and kor

depth of 15 cm. Calculate the discharge

of field channel. 10

(b) Explain the term ‘Duty’ and ‘Delta’.

Drive a relationship between the two.10

2. (a) Find the unlined channel section. So that

discharge Q of 30 cumecs allowed to

flow in it, if B/D = 6.7, N = 0.0255.,

critical velocity ratio m = 1, side slope

½ : 1 also find bed slope of the channel.

10

(b) What is canal lining ? What are it’s

advantages ? Write the requirements of a

good lining material. 10

3. (a) Compare KENNEDY’S and LACEY’S

theories. Also write defects in

KENNEDY’S Theory. 10

(b) With the help of regime equations given

by Lacey, drive perimeter-discharge

relationship. 10

4. (a) Explain with sketch how will you find

the uplift pressure on a gravity dam

provided with drainage gallery. 5

(b) What are Spillways ? What are its

Functions ? Enumerate various types of

spillways. 15

5. Sketch the layout of a typical diversion

headwork’s and discuss briefly the function of

various component of diversion headwork. 20

6. (a) Describe the procedure for designing a

head regulator for a distributor. 10

(b) What is a Canal Fall ? Discuss the

various consideration according to which

the location of a Fall is decided. 10
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